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Myriad Small Forms of Mathew Timmons: 
 A Terrifying Interview by Holly Myers

A few things you should know about Mathew Timmons: First, he is an enormously energetic individual. 

Even thinking about all the things he does, you will feel tired. He writes, he makes art, he makes films and 

videos, he performs, he collaborates with other artists, he teaches, he curates, he hosts podcasts and radio 

shows, he organizes readings and other events, and on top of it all runs a very fine press.

Second, that he knows he is not working in a vacuum. Which is to say, he also reads, attends, supports, 

promotes, and, of course, publishes the work of other people, all with the same hearty pitch of enthusiasm. 

Community is important; he is sincere in this. 

Third, that he reads his work aloud with great relish. This may surprise you the first time you see it because 

he does not seem a showy or extravagant person. But he reads from deep in his chest, rapidly and with gusto. 

Thanks to an unusually extensive background in sound poetry, he has a consummate range of articulation 

and is not afraid of baffling his audience when need be. He reads not as if he’d written the words in question, 

with that sense of the precious that clogs up the throats of so many poets, but as if he’d found them on a 

sidewalk somewhere and taken much delight in their discovery (which isn’t actually far from the truth).  

Fourth, miscellaneous biographical details: that he grew up in Kansas City, Missouri; that he lived for a 

while in Minneapolis, Minnesota; that he came to Los Angeles for graduate school and stayed. Prior to 

Terrifying Photo, he’s published four books and three chapbooks; each is very different. On my copy of Lip 

Service, a chapbook, he added a note on a lime green Post–It: “I definitely hope you enjoy the poems and 

also I hope you’re slightly disgusted by them.” This would be an accurate description. (“Some pharyngeal 

consonants / if just sipped / produce a burning of the lips, / and also if swallowed, / destroy the muscles of 

the cheek.” ... “Refer to my lips, and / involve the mouth, or tongue / in all your ulcerations, / the mucous 

casserole / of my oral cancre sores.”) 

The New Poetics is a slender, handsome book—and the look of a book is important to Timmons, as can be 

seen in the output of Insert Blanc Press—in which he playfully excoriates the blather of the now. (“There 

is no match for … The New Ideal Reading Experience.” “The New Concept is striking out with repeated 

admissions of national weakness.” “Where are we with The New Birds?” “Jolly teabags! The New Pantoum 

doesn’t need its oil changed! Imagine that! The New Pantoum is an amazing lubricant.”) CREDIT is, first 

and foremost, a large book: a monument / memorial / cenotaph / tombstone erected to the Great Recession 

from redacted facsimiles of every offer and statement of credit received in that period by one struggling 

artist (namely, the author), all crammed into the most expensive print-on-demand volume possible. 
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This book starts out on an ominous note: TERRIFYING is a strong word indeed. What qualifies, we might 

wonder, as a TERRIFYING photo? There are images scattered throughout the book, woven into its various 

texts. There is Janet Leigh from the shower scene in Psycho; Sissy Spacek drenched in blood in Carrie—but 

these are totems of terror more than the thing itself. There is Al Gore breathing fire onto a small spinning 

Earth; Oprah Winfrey with eyes lit up like a demon; Sean Combs posing next to the Mona Lisa. There are 

dozens of nameless quasi celebrities: those bland, ostensibly appetizing faces that float through our media 

universe like shrapnel, arousing perhaps a certain unease, the sense of an impending apocalypse of culture. 

But how does this square with the TERROR we come across in headlines—such as this one, today: “Terror 

attack leaves images both vivid and horrifying”?

The real (or “real”) terrifying photo in question—the subject of the book’s title piece—doesn’t appear 

in the text at all: it’s been pointedly redacted so as to make way for the bizarre whirling maelstrom of 

comment-thread language its initial appearance in fact precipitated. From a single photograph of a man 

and three children, the vast, many-headed gorgon of cultural criticism that is the Buzzfeed readership 

(viewership?) churns out a treatise of breathtaking magnitude, encompassing topics of such great scope 

as Christianity, contemporary art, pedophilia, religious indoctrination, parenting methods, nudity, child 

psychology, photographic veracity, and media ethics.  

The inversion is telling, as is the vacated threat of TERRIFYING: in Terrifying Photo, as in most of his 

work, Mathew Timmons is asking us to think about how language operates. Not how it operates in some 

cozy, rarified literary world where words cohere magically and effortlessly into insight, but in this world, 

the real world, where we actually live, where words toss about in inelegant clumps, generating something 

much weirder than insight. And thinking about how language operates today necessitates thinking about 

how images operate: the two entwine and mingle and feed off one another more directly now than in any 

other era.  

If it is the function of the interview to expand upon the artist’s work with a tailored aspect of the personal 

dimension—well, these are the things that come to mind. Then, of course, there is the matter of process. We 

might think of Timmons as a miner of language, be that language verbal or visual. A linguistic archeologist 

of the present, chipping words and phrases and images free from corroded funhouse cavern walls found 

deep in the labyrinth of an internet search engine. He is not the only one—it is a recognized method (as 

discussed below under the rubric of Conceptual Writing)—but he brings to the act a particular sensibility: 

frisky, even gleeful, and slightly perverse. There is something transcendently odd about his language, or 

about what he does to other people’s language. It is both sticky and hollow. It is weirdly sensual. It makes 

very little sense—until suddenly, it does. It is flat as a collage—until, for a moment, it tips into depth. 

Then it is flat as a collage again. Reading Timmons’ work is frankly not easy, at least in the sense that one 

typically “reads.” There is no emotive center; there are no guideposts to aid in negotiating the references; 

the constant interplay of sincerity and wit, pathos and sarcasm is vexingly disorienting. Yet somehow, in the 

end, a lucidity seeps through. 
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To draw almost at random yet with fittingly resonant ambiguity from the first piece in the present volume, 

“Complex Textual Legitimacy Proclamation: A Foreward”:

One mark of an originality that can win canonical status for a literary work is a strangeness that 

we can either never altogether assimilate, or that becomes such a given that we are blinded to 

its idiosyncrasies. 

Esoteric literature presupposes that there are basic truths which would not be pronounced 

in public by any decent man, because they would do harm to many people who, having been 

hurt, would naturally be inclined to hurt in turn him who pronounces the unpleasant truths.

You will see nothing subtle where everything is subtle.

 

Hidden amongst the rushes are myriad small forms of life.

For this interview, Timmons and I spoke over email (which will explain, in part, the loose punctuation, so 

characteristic of Timmons’ approach to language that I could not bring myself to edit it out). I began by 

asking how Terrifying Photo came about. 

MT: Terrifying Photo is a collection of pieces from the past seven years that I’ve written while writing all 

these other more controlled project books – many of the pieces reflect a lot of the different concerns I 

held over those seven years – I feel like this book has given me an opportunity to try out all the different 

things I’ve experimented with and learned from while writing the other books – it’s more messy – or not 

necessarily messy – I think it shows a more organic mode of working from one thing to the next – a frankly 

more honest reflection of my practice – the pieces are less strictly conceptual – more expressive and more 

pliant and maybe even funnier, I think.

Also most of the work was written at the request of someone else or for an event or exhibition or 

performance andor was part of a collaboration in some way – so the book involves up to 50 different people 

and organizations – and this is also why I organize it something more like a catalogue than a straightforward 

poetry collection – the contexts in which these pieces were written and performed are very important to me 

– they are all part of and constitutive of my community – I’m sorry I couldn’t include everything everything 

– there were some things I didn’t include because they weren’t up to snuff for me or weren’t going to make 

the transition to print/book very well – or some pieces didn’t make it because that particular vein I was 

working in was better represented by another piece etc. 

I should say I had in the back of my mind a few particular books that I kind of modeled this collection on 

– Caroline Bergvall’s FIG (Goan Atom Vol. 2) and Goan Atom – both books I gave away years ago – because 

my favorite books I can’t help but give away to people – I gave away Perec’s Life a User’s Manual and for the 
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life of me I can’t remember why (why? Why! WHY!?) guess I need a new user’s manual for life – and Steven 

Zultanski’s Cop Kisser – one of the only books I’ve ever felt compelled to review – I’m sure I should review 

more books but shouldn’t we all – anyway FIG especially was put together of pieces written in various 

different performance and art contexts that Bergvall had pulled together into a book – and it really seemed 

like a well considered collection besides just being “some things I wrote for the art people” – and that’s 

because she has had a real investment in the art world not just as an observer but as a participant.

HM: How do you see this book differing from your previous works?

MT: Terrifying Photo is the first “collection” of writings I’ve ever published – CREDIT and The New Poetics 

were very specific books, some would call them project books, and further some might say, Poetry is Not 

a Project – here I’m referring to the chapbook by Dorothea Lasky published by Ugly Duckling Presse in 

2010 as part of their Dossier Series – I must say that I really enjoyed this book and agreed with the spirit 

of what Lasky was geting at as well as the motivation and, I think, the general intention behind her writing 

– but I object to the false dichotomy she set up in the title and carried out thru the text – the claim that “A 

poet with a project has everything set out before he even gets started.” seems completely off to me – Lasky 

champions nonlinearity and sees the construct of the project as quashing the unnameable or unknowable 

instinct that may grow from the world into the poet – she thinks being able to talk process breeds mediocrity 

– that we need to deal with the work and not the project around the work – it seems to me we need to 

talk about all these things on multiple levels – Lasky concedes that many of her favorite poets and favorite 

poems come out of or are related to projects – but real poetry and real poets (Lasky’s words) exist in a realm 

of uncertainty that a project cannot support – here think of Lasky’s initial instinct to refer to science when 

bringing up the idea of the “project” – the project of science is to make wild guesses and try them out and 

then make more wild guesses – in other words science exists in a complete realm of uncertainty if science 

functions at all – Lasky asks in the end that we support artists and give them more time to think on what 

they’re doing – I am totally in to that – that you might take more time to think on a larger scale about what 

you’re doing in a single piece or several or in one coner of a piece and then make another something and 

then think some more seems good – and we can engage in a dialogue about the something and the several 

somethings and the squiggle in the corner of that one and maybe talk about an artist’s practice in general – 

yes, the word practice also inherited from the art world, I know that word can be just as annoying as project 

– but I don’t think it is against poetry – and in fact encourages the poet to linger in uncertainty

As with any of the poetry arguments that have come to the surface over the past several years, the time 

during which I was writing the materials in this book, people have tended to make headline arguments or 

work to be provocative in a way just to prove a typically very boring academic point, and this is true on 

all sides of the Conceptual Writing/Project divide, andor people seem to be working provocatively simply 

because nobody’s been paying enough attention to them recently – Conceptual Writing is important to 

wrestle with in the poetry world, writing world, art world etc. and if someone wants to point to all the 

various arguments against Conceptual Writing then they’re pointing at the evidence to the contrary – on 


